~=(qLd with each zr' E E, where we regard E c Mat, F by identifying each aeE with the matrix c( (h, of the F-linear transformation x H XIX on E relative to the basis {E,, . . . . c,,} of E/F.
For each group X between N = SL(n, K) and G = GL(nr, F) we hope to find an intermediate division ring E, such that SL(nd, ,5)9X< GL(nd. E) xl Aut K/E (where d=dim, K) . The following lemma will be useful in finding such E. LEMMA 1. Let 0 # A E Mat, F, rank A < r, and for all 0 E K assume either A8A = 0 or rank(AOA) = rank A, then Ker A and Im A ure subspaces of K over the divi.con subring E of K generated by all b'j, ', with j E Im A, for any given 0 # b, E Im A. We can choose suitable bases { w, , . . . . wd} and {C , , . . . . c,, } of K/E and EfF, resp., to construct a basis {vjwil 1 <i<d, 1 <,l< h} of K/F to replace {k,, . . . . k,}, to reduce A to the form (o'r-h' a) (when A'#O) or (a O"-"I) (when A2 = 0) with 6 E GL(h, F).
Proof: Denote U=-%Ker A, then 0 < dim,,. U < r. For each 8 = p, 'u E K with u E U, we have p, 0 = 6~ 6 thus ii, OA = 0, which implies that the F-linear mapping cp: Im A --f 2 defined by q(Z) = Z0A has Ker q 3 j,, thus Ker v # 0, rank( AOA) = dim&m q) < dim,,.(lm A) = rank A. By our assumption we must have A8A = 0, lm cp = 0, fi = @ E Ker A for all pi lm A. This shows that /l/3, 'UE U for all BE Im A, EUG U for the ring Egenerated byall/?/l, ' (PEImA). Since FsEGKanddim,=r<cc we know E is a division ring. i'= Ker A is a left E-subspace of K, dim,U = (ljh)dim,..U=(l/h)(r-dimJIm A))=d-(l/h)dim,(Im A), where h= dimP E and d= dim,K. But 0 # Im A c Eb,, thus 0 < (l/h) dim,(lmA) < (ljh)dimJEb,)=(l/h).h= 1; since (l/h)dimAIm A)=d-+,U should be an integer we must have (l/h) dim,(Im A) = 1. Im A = El?, a l-dimensional E-space, and dim.(Ker A) = d-1. Take an E-basis {w, , . . . . wd} of K, with Ew, 0 ... @ Ew,_. , = Ker A and Im A = Ew, (when A* # 0; thus Im A $Z Ker A) or Im A = Ew, (when A'=O; thus Im A E Ker A), and take any F-basis {E,, . . . . c,,} of E; then replacing {k,, . . . . k,} by {E,w, [ 1 <i<d, 1 <j<h) we reduce A to the needed form. We shall also need the following lemma. LEMMA 2. Let To be a transcection of SIJn, K), n 2 3, and T,=g,Tog, '~Lcr, for a g, E GL(nr, F); then T, is a transvection of SL(n, K).
Proof
T, E f KC,,, thus T, = (Hijo),,,, for a a(',E Aut KjF and a uyL2 E GL(n, K) with all O,j=O (2 <i&n). Since T, is a conjugate of To in GL(nr, F), from (To-I)* =0 and rank(T,-l)=r we know (T,-I)*=0 and rank (T,-I) =r. If we can show a=l, then T, E GL(n, K) ; from (T, -I)' = 0 and rank,(T, -I) = (l/r) rank(T, -I)= 1 we know T, is a transvection of SL(n, K). If H,#O for some iZj and .j>2, we have r = rank(T, -I)> rank(o,,a-I)$ rank(8,io)=rank(0,,a-I)+r, thus rank(e,,a-I)=O, O,,a=I, rr= 1 as desired. Suppose 0, = 0 for all i # j and j> 2, then we have r = rank( T, -I) b z:=;, rank(tl,a -I). We cannot have all rank(t),,a -I) 3 r/2, otherwise xf-, rank(0,a -I) 3 nr/2 > r, a contradiction. So we have rank(0a -I) < r/2 for 8 = O,, E K* for some i. The solution space .!J= {.xEKIx?(H~-Z)=~} has dim,U=r-rank(&-Z)>r/2, thus U n Uh # 0 for any 0 # h E U, ah E I/ for some non-zero u, h E U. Note that for each x E U E K we have Z(fIa -I) = o', (xJ?)" = .r, .x0 = .rG ', especially uhO = (uh)"-' = an-' 6" ' = uOh0, 8 = 1, thus U = (.rO = X! x E K} is a division subring of K with dim.K=dim.K/dim,-U<2, thus dim,.K= 1, U= K, (T = 1, as desired.
OVERGROUPS OF SL(n,K) IN GL(nr, F)
We state and prove the following lemma and Lemma 5 in Section 2 in a general way so that we can also use them in some other papers. For any u, bg L, we have T,,,(a +h) = T,,,(a) T,,,(h)*' E Y, thus a+h~ L. And since n B 3 we have T,,,(ab) = [T,*(a) , Tll(b)] E Y, thus ah EL. These entail that L is a subring of R. L 2 D trivially. We need to show that L # D, namely, to show the existence of some T,,(c) E Y with CI$ D. Since g, = (u~),,~,,E GL(n, R)\I' with all a,,=0 (j>2), we have g,'=(ii,,),,,,,EGL(n, R)\,I'with cl,, =a;;' and all drj = 0 (j > 2). For each 2 < I < n and 0 E D*, consider 1 g~=MX~)g;'= h* 1 Proof oj" Theorem 1 (.for the case n 3 3). Let SL(n, K) ,< X < GL(nr, F). Choose a minimal intermediate division ring E (between F and K) such that X> SL(nd, E) (where d=dim,K).
If E= F, the theorem holds trivially. Suppose E$ F; then we can replace K by E. Namely, we may assume that there is no SL(nd, E) < X with ES K. It sufhces to prove SL(n, K) a Xb I-= GL(n, K) M Aut K/F. Suppose XS; r; we try to find an SL(nd, E) d X with ES K, thus obtaining a contradiction. To do this we try to find an E-transvection T (i.e., a transvection T of SL(nd, E)) in X, from which it may be seen that all the E-transvections lie in X, leading to SL(nd, E) < X as desired.
Take a g, = (A!!') "X"EX <p,,, _,,, e,r>\r with maximal k < r. We prove that k = r. Suppose k <r -1; we try to obtain a contradiction. Denote by uV the ((i-l)r+j)th row of g, (i.e., the jth row of (Ai,Ai2...A,)). We can take ~ESL(~, K), sending u,, to e,,; thus g,zE X,,,,\r, which says that k> 1. Now we can take z E SL(n, K), fixing e, (thus fixing u,, , . . . . u,~ lying in Ke,) when sending u,,~, , into Ke, @ Ke,. In g, z = ( BF')n x ,, the block B,, has the first k+l rows zero, thus g,=(g,z) r,,,(l"')(g,z)-'EX<, ,,.,,., r,,t+,>. By the maximality of k we must have gr E I', g2 = (O,jo),,,, for a a"' E Aut K/F and a ( tiU),, x n E GL(n, K). Since all the blocks O,,g (2 < j<n) have the first k + 1 rows zero, thus are singular, we must have all 0,, = 0 Pdjdn), g,Er&,.
By Lemma 2 we know g, is a transvection of SL(n, K), z, g,z;'= Tn,(Zcr') for a z, ESL(~, K), T,,(I(")=z,g,z, ' = 8, 7',,(1"') 2;' for 2, =z, g,zEX\r, and we can see g, EX~<,, from (T,,, (I"')-Z)g, =g,(~,,,(l'r))-I), k=r as desired. So we have g, =(~!l,',),,~,, E X,,\f.
Applying Lemma 3 to the case R = Mat, F and D = K we know that T,,(A"') E (N, g, Ng, i ) <X for all A in a ring L c Mat, F with L 2 K. For any A o L\K we can take 8 E K having the same first row as A, thus A -0~ L has the first row zero, 0 < rank(A -0) <Y. Choose an A E L with smallest rank A =-,h >O, then h < r. We can choose an x E K* sending a non-zero row /?, of A to j, a $ Ker A, thus j, aA # 6 ArA # 0, (AZ)' # 0, and rank(Acc) = rank A; replacing A by such Aa we may assume A2 #O. For all OE K we have AOA EL and rank(ABA) < rank A; by the minimality of rank A we have either rank(A = rank A or A8A = 0. By Lemma 1 we know that Ker A and Im A are subspaces of K over the division ring E generated by all /?/!I, ' with b E Im A (for a non-zero fl, E Im A), with dim.(Ker A) = dim, K-1 and dim,(Im A) = 1. And we can take a pair of bases {w,, . . . . wJ} and (c,, ...l E,,} of K;E and E/F, resp., with Elu, @ . . . 0 Ew,-, = Ker A and Elv,, = Im A, to construct a basis (a,~~ 11 < i < d, 1 < j B h} of K/F to replace (k, , . . . . k,} and thus to reduce A to the form (' d). We can choose an ach) E E* having the same first row as 6"", and can choose a cl"'= (0. ) ,, ,.,EKcMatdE with 0,=x and all 0,=0 (I<j<d-1).
with 6, =6(6-a) and rank(A2-AO)= rank(6 -a) < h. By the minimality of rank A = h we must have 6, =O, 6 = a E E*. Now T,,,(A) = T,r((' .)) E X is a transvection in SL(nd, E). For each 1 < p, q d d and s E E* we can choose 0, = (aii)dxd and 8: = (jii)Jxd in KcMat,E, with all aid=/ldi=O (ifp, jfq), aP,,=s, and pdq=r -'; thus 0, A0* = E,,(s) EL, where we denote E,,(s) = sEpq E Mat,E. X contains all the E-transvections T,,(E,,,(s)) (k #I), and it contains [ T,,(E,,,(s)), T,k(E,,(Z))] = diag(D,, . . . . D,) when p # q, with Or'= TP,(.Gh') and all other Dj" = I. Now X contains enough E-transvections to generate SL(nd, E), X3 SL(nd, E), but ES K, contradicting our assumption, as desired.
Proof of Theorem 1 (for the case n = 2). The case K= F4 (i.e., GL(nr, F)= SL (4,2)) can be settled by considering the isomorphism SL(4, 2) 2 A,; thus it will be excluded in the following discussion.
We still suppose X contains no SL(2d, E) (d= dim, K) with Es K, and suppose X$ I-= GL (2, K) xl Aut K/F. When K is commutative we have SL(2, K) = Sp(2, K, f) for any nondegenerate alternating K-form f (we choose f'(e,, e,)= l), and we have Sp(2, K,.f) < Sp(2d, E,.f-) for each intermediate field E (Fs E c K, d= dim, K) and each alternating E-form fE= cp,f with 0 # (POE Hom, (K, E) . Those X containing an Sp(2d, E, fE) with d> 2 will be determined in the proof of Theorem 2 in Section 2 of this paper, which should normalize an Sp(2d,, E, ,&,) or an SL(2d,, E,) for a field E, between E and K, with dim., K= d,. So we need only consider those X containing no Sp(2d, E, fE) with ES K. Take any g, E Xl,,& then g, does not stabilize the K-structure V(2, K); namely, (Ku) g, # K(ug,) for some u #O. Since N = X(2, K) is transitive among non-zero vectors in V(2, K), we can find z,,z,~N with u=e,,z, and ug,z,=e,,; replacing g, by z, g,z,EX\r, we may assume e,, g, =ell and (Ke,,)g, #Ke,,, namely, g, = (Ay)2X2wy, with A,,#0 and rank A,,<r (since A,, has the first row zero). So we can choose g, = (A(,"),,, E X with smallest rank A,,= h > 0 and with h cr. Also, g, 1=(a!r)),x2~X has the block l,,#O. Consider g, = g2(0) = g, (i y) g;-' = (B!$ii)2x2 E X with @')E K; we can choose tl= 8, to make B,, = A,,8,2,, #O. Since 0 <rank B12 < rank A,2 = h we know rank B,, = h by the minimality of rank A,, = h, and we can replace g, by g,(U,) to reduce to the case g, ' =2I--g, (since g,(OO))' = gZ( -U,)=21-g2(0,)), and especially d,, = -A,,. Now for such g, we have B,,= -AlZ8A12 in ~~ (8); by the minimality of h we must have either rank(A12BA,2) = rank A,, or A 120Alz = 0, thus Lemma 1 applies, so we can reduce to the case A,, = A, = (b ""-bl) or A = A, = (""-h) b) for a d E GL(h, F) by replacing the basis {k,, . . . . k,} of K/F by the {c,w,ll<i<d, l<j<h} obtained from a pair of bases {M..,,..., w,}, {E I , . . . . E,,} of-K/E, E/F, rcsp., for the diGsion subring E generated by all /$!I;' with /3EImA (for a given O#/?,EImA).
For each (& ~)EX we have g2( C) = g, ( f y) g; ' = ( E;; 2:) = ("~$$~-:A",:;',','/ ;:$:,$f,) E X. Specifically, we have g,(O) E X for all 8 E K. We can choose 8 = 0, E K with A,,& A,, # 0; replacing g, by g,(e,,) we reduce to the cases A,, = (". " '1) and A22=(: I(,".,+,) (when A,,=A,) or A22=(1('oh' :) (when A,,=A,). For each x E E we shall denote
... * SI EK, and q(a)=w; 'awl= a 0 ... 0
We prove that when E # F, we can always find an (i 7') E X with 0 < rank B < h (thus rank B = h, by the minimality of h) to replace g,, to reduce to the case g, = (i ";l). First we consider the case A ,z = (A '). Take  a g2= When A,z = (' ri) we take U=Z"' and choose any 0, = (rj,!"),,,~K* with a,=~; then Blz=(" n,) with S,=--fi(i!--rx)6, rank B,,=rank(b; -r)<h, leading to 6=cr1~ E* again. So in g, = (,!, ";2) with A,?= (a ") or (', h) we must have J"')EE*, g, a transvection of SL(nd, E). When K is commutative g, is the symplcctic transvection P~,~*, , : x++ x +fE(x, w,e2) w/e2 of the Sp(24 E, I;.) > SL(2: K) = Sp(2, K, f), relative to the alternating E-form fE= cpLf with (P,<E Hom.(K, E) defined by cpfi~(~,w,)=6 and all ~~,Jw,w,)=o (1 <i<d-l), where I=1 when AIZ=(g ') or I=d when A I2 = (" A. All the g-'p,v,r2,1 R = P,,.,~,~~., E X (gE Sp(2, K, f )) exhaust the conjugates of P,,,~*, , in Sp(2d, E, fE) (since w/e, g ranges over non-zero vectors); thus they generate Sp(2d, E, fE), X> Sp(2d, E, f,<), a contradiction (since we assume A' contains no Sp(2d, E,.f,<) with ES K) . When K is non-commutative, for each (B lr...,Pd-l)~Matl.,d
,,E we take a i?=(a,),,,~KcMat~E, with ,,, . . . . cc,,)= (S-'/I,, . . . . 6 'pd ,, 0) when A,z= (6 ') or (cx,,, . . . . xdd) = ,O)when A,,=(" ,);then wehavcg,=g,(,!, y)g;'= B,,=I+A,,U= which says that for each E-transvection T= I+ ~"UE SL(d, E) with E Mat,, , E and U=(/?,,...,/?d-,,O)EMat,X,E with uu'=O we have a (I' ~)EX and (" ,-,)(T p)("-' ;,)= ("rt-' t) EX for all E.E K*, with iTi-' = I+ (io')(uE. ') ranging over all E-transvections in SL(d, E) (since AC ranges over non-zero columns in Mat dxlE).
The group {AeGL(d,E)I some (t ~)EX} contains all the E-transvections in SL(d, E), thus contains SL(d, E). Since K is non-commutative we can take a commutator 7 of K* not centralizing K*, (' ,)ESL(~, K) < A', thus the subgroup (g(' ,) g-' I g = (t 9) E X,,) of X contains a (: y) for each P E ( AyA ' I A E SL(d, E)) = SL(d, E) and X contains [(: y), (.I y)] = (,,I , y), thus X contains all (L y), with B lying in the additive group generated by all P -I with P E SL(d, E). These B can range over all sEii~ Mat, E with s E E* and 1 < i, j< d; we can see X2 SL(2d, E) as in treating the case n 2 3, a contradition as desired. Now consider the remaining case, E = F = F,. Excluding the settled case = t w,r,,n,,(e>, Oe,) u,e,."',q E X; since r> 3 we can choose 1 # 0, E K* to make ,f,,(w,(e, + tJ;e,), ,v,e,) = (p(8,wf) = 0, thus t t w,r,.w,(q -1. B,r,, II',F,.ll',e, = t ,,:',,. C,lC,c,, E X is a 2-transvection of Sp(2r, F, , J, ) . We can see that (Sp(2, K, I'), fw. such an (i Y) is a product P(,,., , W,)e, P.+~, of two symplectic transvections P(u, f n,h and p,,.,<,, in Sp(2r, F,, fo) (where we denote pU: x ++ x + fO(x, u)u for each u E V). Considering the conjugates under N = Sp(2, K, f) we know that X contains all pl,,pU with u#O and z=wlw, '+ 1 ~K*i,{l}. If x2eF2@ F2a, thus x2= 1 +a, then we have F,[x] = FJ, thus 21r. W={fl~K~cp(B)=cp(x~)=O} is an F,[a]-space, we can write K=F, [a] p@W for a BEK* with cp(/?) = I, and we can define q1EHomq,z, (K,F2[x] ) by q,(ep+~)=e for each e~I;; [z] and U'E W and define cpz E Hom (F, [a] , F,) by q,(e) = cp(ep), thus cp = (p2(p,. Now all the pz, pU E X act as sympleciic transvections of Sp(r, Fd, fi) relative to f, = (p, f; all such symplectic transvections generate Sp(r, F.,, 1;) < X, a contradiction. Now suppose a* 4 F2@ F2x, then we can take a E. E K* with cp(E.) = cp(j.2) = 0 # cp(Aa') and take T= Pxiq ~iu2 E X3 thus T '(p..,P,,)T=~xe,+.i, pe, E X. Considering the conjugates under N we know Pziq PC, o,,:E X for all 0~ 4 thus (Prie; P,,) 'P~G~ ~~~,-e~,~= P'., P ' L, + Hc.2 E X, and vu y, E X for all U, t: with J'(u, t.) # 0. For non-zero U, 1~ with .f(u, 1~) = 0 we can choose v with both f(u, v) and f(u, w) non-zero, thus (p, p,)(p,; p,) = pU pw E X. X contains all the conjugates of pe, ps in Sp(2r, F,, .fo), thus contains the whole Sp(2r, F2,,fb), a contradiction again.
OVERGROWS OF Sp(2v, K) IN GL(2vr, F)
LEMMA 4. Let X be cm overgoup of' any symplectic group Sp(2m, E) in TL(2m, E); then we have X p Sp(2m, E) or X r> SL(2m, E).
ProoJ: Each transvection in SL(2m, E) has the form r,,,: XHX+ (x, v)u, associated with a pair of non-zero vectors U, u with (u, v) = 0 (where (x, y) denotes the alternating inner product of any pair of vectors x, y in the underlying space of Sp(2m, E)). We see that ru,l: E Sp(2m, E) if and only if u and v are collinear. If X & Sp(2m, E), then X contains a 7 u,. lj, 4 SpW, 0, with u, , t'i non-collinear, and X contains all g -. 'T ",,UI g = T u,fi,,,,R with KESPG% E). Since {u,g, cls) (~ESPW, 0) ranges over all the non-collinear and orthogonal pairs of vectors, we know 5 u,h',o,fi ranges over all transvcctions in SL(2m, E) not lying in Sp(2m, E); X contains all the transvections of SL(2m, E), thus contains the whole of SL(2m, E).
In Lemma 5 WC shall write A,,, to suggest that A E Mat, R. (1, V+ 11, then [T,.+,.,+.(l) Tilt T 11, Ti, ., , (bi) When A = ('I ,,) we take r(') = diag(r'h', . . . . a(')) E K*. Since T,.+ 1.1 (A) and 7',.+ ,. , (A -2) lie in X, WC know 7',,+, , (A(A -x)A) E X by Lemma 5 (3) with A(A --a)A = (O 6,), 6, =6(6-r)& still leading to ci = I E E*. So WC have 6 E E* anyway, T,. i. ,, r (A) E X is a transvection of SL(nd, E). Furthermore, T,. + ,, , (A ) is just the symplcctic transvection PW,'.,. I : x* s +.fJx, M;,cJ,) tc,e, of the symplectic group Sp(2vd, E. ,I,) relative to the alternating E-form fE= ~I,J', with (P~:E Hom,JK, E) defined b> (pfi(w,w,) = 0 when ifd d when i= d, where I = 1 when A = (5 '), t =d when ,4 = (" 3). X contains the conjugates g 'P,,.,~,!., g = P,~.:,, p. I of P,,,,,,. 1 = TV, l. I (A 1 E X by all g E A;! < Sp(2vd, E, 1;). Since lc',e, g (REN,) ranges over all the non-zero vectors we know P,,~,~! p, I ranges over all the conjugates of p,,.,,,,, in Sp(2vd: E,J,); all such y ,,,(.! b,, generate a normal subgroup of Sp(2vd, E, .fr) which must coincide with Sp(2vd, E, 1:): X> Sp(2vd, E, &), contradicting our assumption (remember that we assume X contains no Sp(2vd, E) with ES K), thus completing the proof of Theorem 2.
